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This is a matter of vital importance, as you can see from the space

devote,Ho it in the Times on the fron~ page and the leader and the letter

column, and the Daily Telegraph will be giving it a lot of space too.

Therefore I should not worry about the length because what counts is

length;lmportance ratio.

If you are worried about it I suggest you ring up the letters

editor and simply say to him: ''If you regard this as longer than it should

be I implicitly trust you to shorten it. "
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14.9.77

DRAFT LETTER TO THE TIMES

~our thoughtful and stimulating leader put most

of my own views on the vexed question of my party's

relations with the trade union movement far more

cogently than I myself could have done - and at

gr~ater length than you would have permitted me.

But one misprision of·my position, further magnified

in your lead story, and carried to absurdity in

Mr. Steel's letter.

First, pace your lead story, Mrs. Thatcher's statement

on the closed shop, judging from the reports, fully

reflects my own views as I should like to think it

does Mr. Prior's too. The closed shop is an evil,

one of the many evils which we Conservatives do not

believe can automatically be resolved by government

I

action; that is why we are Conservatives.
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DRAFT - TIMES LETTER

The closed shop will be prised away from our industrial

life mainly by the resistance of millions of working

people - by hand and brain, as the saying goes - who

reject the arguments used to justify it and fight

for their rights. Any party which favours freedom

will support and encourage these rebels against

coercion; but the main struggle will be their!s however

organised.
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DRAFT - TIMES LETTER

ButOthe closed shop is only one corner of the problem of

relationships with the trade unions. As a party, we have

yet to bring to the public - unionists and non-unionsts

alike - the message so eloquently carried 1n your leading

article, namely, that whereas we may regar~ trade unions

in theory as a valuable integrative element in an excessively

atomised society, trade-unions as they have become during

our ·own lifetimes have caused impoverishments to· all. To

say this is not union-bashing, but a fact staring us in

the face.
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DRAFT - TIMES LETTER

Th~s determines the objectives which Conservative

strategy must seek to reach. Naturally, they entail

lithe avoidance of unnecessary conflict with the trade

unions". But they must" also safeguard the free society

and economic rationality. Some of the trade union

leaders are committed to political aims which are

not only unacceptable to us but inimical to a free

society as we understand it: Jack Jones, for example,

avowedly admires soviet society and regards it as above

criticism, whereas we regard it as an ugly despotism,

deterimental to the interests of all classes in society

except for the party and military oligarchy.
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DRAFT - TIMES LETTER

A ~onservative government will have the obligation to

goyern. Insofar as the Trade Union leaders try to use

their power to ensure that their Labour movement rules

whoever the people elect to office and insist on

attitudes which run counter to the economic logic you

have expounded, our task will be all the harder.

The main burden of such behaviour will be carried by

the public at large, including their own members, all

or nearly all of whom are now worse off than they would

have been had union (and gover~ment) policies been more

enlightened. But govern we shall.
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DRAFT - TIMES LETTER

H~wever, governing will not mean poking our nose ~nto

every issue and laying down the law. We are cured

of that mistake. Mr. Steells compulsive inability to grasp

this underlies his misrepresentation of my position over

Grunwick and the conclusions he draws from it. I do not

believe it is the duty of government to become involved

or take sides in an industrial dispute, on either side.

The law is there and within the law participants must

work out their own salvation.

The government intervened in Grunwick not to bring

peace but to coerce the employer in order to help

union leaders out of a mess they had got into by their

close alliance with revolutionary elements.
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DRAFT - TEMES LETTER

LO~d Justice Scarman was inveigled into lending his judicial

ermine to cloak this shabby manoeuvre. In condemning this

I was not taking sides; I was simply saying that ·government

(and opposition) have no place but that government and

union leader9-Were corning dangerously close to tacit division

of labour with the SWP rentamob, combining legal with

illegal tactics to use Lenin's dictum.

Is Mr. Steel 50 much the prisoner of his pact with

Mr. Callaghan that his critical senses are dulled to

a point where he comes increasingly to sound more like

his own heavily-infiltrated young liberals, than the

leader of Gladstone's Party.




